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Part 1:The extent of contractual obligations
We are going to cover:• Review of key lease (and licence)
covenants
• Dilapidations in the context of 1954 Act
lease renewals
• The contractual obligations and
liabilities of third parties

Contractual obligations – basic
construction and interpretation principles
•
•
•
•
•

Loyalty to the text
Whole contract approach
Context
Business common sense
Reasonableness

M&S v BNP Paribas [2015]

Contractual obligations – extent of
covenant to repair
“The whole law on the subject may be
summed up in the proposition that “repair” is
an ordinary English word… in the end…the
question is whether the ordinary speaker of
English would consider that the word “repair”
as used in the covenant was appropriate to
describe the work which has to be done”
Post Office v Aquarius Properties [1985]

Contractual obligations – extent of covenant to
repair

The words used in the contract are therefore
interpreted in light of the background against
which the contract was made. Consider:
• Property’s age
• Locality
• Nature of the building
• Premise’s lifespan
• Condition at the date of the lease
Investors Compensation Scheme [1998]

The extent of contractual obligations
• Is evidence of prior negotiations
admissible?
• Is there an “entire agreement” type
clause in the lease?

The extent of contractual obligation to
decorate
• Few rules and reported cases
• N.B. decoration falls outside the ambit
of Section 18(1) L&T A 1927
• But sometimes necessary to decorate in
order to repair (Latimer v Carney
[2008])
• Landlord’s approval of colours
(generally a landlord cannot act
unreasonably)

The extent of contractual obligation to
reinstate
• Is the obligation to reinstate absolute, or on
notice?
• If on written notice, consider service provisions
• Consider licences
• Form of the written notice (letter and/or
accompanying dilapidations schedule)
• Generally no need to detail the reinstatement
works in the notice
• Generally time of the essence when giving notice
• Implied tenancy at will after the contractual
term date in order to comply?

The extent of contractual obligation to
repair on notice during the term
• Claim is in debt, not damages (Jervis v
Harris [1996])

I’ve got bills, they’re
multiplying……..

The extent of contractual right to claim
costs
• Is there a costs clause?
• What is the ambit of any costs clause
e.g. limited to service of schedule?
• Implied term as to reasonableness of
costs claimed
• No legal entitlement to recover costs of
complying with the dilapidations PreAction Protocol

The extent of contractual obligation to claim
costs
Costs properly/reasonably incurred

“where a contract, such as a lease, has empowered one
party to make discretionary decisions which impose
financial liability on another, the law will restrict the
exercise of that discretion to what is rational. In other
words, a term will be implied to the effect that the
decision-making process be lawful and rational in the
public law sense, that the decision is made rationally (as
well as in good faith) and consistently with its contractual
purpose.”
Waaler v Hounslow CBC [2017]

The extent of contractual obligation to repair in
the case of a 1954 Act lease renewal

• Where a lease contains a repairing
obligation and is renewed by agreement,
does the grant of the new lease release
either party from a pre existing liability to
repair under the former lease?

The extent of contractual obligation to repair in
the case of a 1954 Act lease renewal

• And is the standard of repair referable
to the state of the premises when the
original lease, or the renewal lease,
was granted?

The extent of contractual obligation to repair in
the case of a 1954 Act lease renewal

• The precise wording will be key
• Generally the courts will favour the
landlord, and there will be no release
from pre-existing liabilities on renewal
(i.e. no surrender)
• Generally state of repair when original
lease was granted will be relevant
evidence

The extent of contractual obligations –
third party original/former tenant
• If the lease pre-dates the Landlord &
Tenant Covenants Act 1995 (1st January
1996), consider service of a Section 17
Notice within 6 months of any
“liquidated sum” and “fixed charge”
falling due.

The extent of contractual obligations if there
is a third party guarantor/AGA in place

• Can be an effective
way to pressurise the
exiting tenant to
comply
• But many complex
cases (consider group
companies)

Part 2: Options available to LL’s to enforce
repairing obligations
• Forfeiture
• Damages for breach of repair covenant (during
the term)
• Specific performance of repair covenant
• Self help
• Implied right to enter

• Jervis v Harris [1995] EWCA Civ 9
• Lease renewal considerations
• Opposing a 1954 LTA protected renewal

• Reference to disrepair in the renewal lease
• Third party considerations

Forfeiture
• Re-entry determining the lease
• Commercial interests
• Waiver – contrast repair / decoration on set
date
• Service of Notice under s.146 Law of Property
Act 1925 (“LPA 1925”)
• Specifying breach(s) - dilapidations schedule
attached
• “Reasonable period” to remedy breach
• Monetary compensation
• Ref s1 Leasehold Property (Repairs) Act 1938
where applicable

Forfeiture
• >7 year lease with 3 years - Section 1
Leasehold Property (Repairs) Act 1938 (“LPRA
1938”)
Counter notice within 28 days
No proceedings/enforcement etc without leave of the
Court:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Prevent substantial damage
Breach of statutory duty therefore requires remedy
In the interests of other occupants of the premises
Reduced remedial costs if immediate action; or
Just and equitable

• Relief generally granted and s147 LPA 1925

Damages for breach of repair covenant
(during the term)
• If s1 LPRA 1938 then s146 LPA 1925
• s18 Landlord and Tenant Act 1927 (“LTA
1927”)
• Diminution calc considerations
• Give credit for interim damages on any
terminal dilapidations claim

Specific Performance of Repair Covenant
• Equitable remedy
•
•
•
•
•

Damages must not be an adequate remedy
Works must be sufficiently identifiable
Just and equitable in all the circumstances to grant SP
Does LL’s have any other options
Any reason why SP should not be granted

• Defences
• Delay / Waiver
• Hardship for T

Rainbow Estates Ltd v Tokenhold Ltd and another [1999]
Ch. 64 but exceptional circumstances

Self Help : Implied Right to Enter
• Implied right to Enter
• Own repairing obligations
• Nuisance
• Easements

Self Help : Jervis v Harris (notice to repair)
• Reservation in lease for LL to enter to
inspect condition and state of repair
• Service of notice setting out any breaches
of repair covenants
• T required to commence remedial works
(immediately if emergency)
• Should T fail to carry out work, LL’s right
to enter and carry out the works
• Costs incurred recoverable as a debt due
payable on demand

Decision in Jervis v Harris [1995]
• LL entitled to enter to carry out works
• LL claim is payment of a debt and not
damages
• s1 LPRA 1938 and s18 LTA 1927 not
apply so:
• No need for leave of the Court and
• No cap as to diminution in value

Jervis v Harris - Injunction
Equitable remedy - Balance injury to both parties and consider all relevant
circumstances:
• Damages an adequate remedy?
• Nature and seriousness of the relevant defects
• Do works fall within T’s obligations and/or the Jervis and Harris clause
• LL’s reasons for wanting to carry out the work
• T’s reasons for refusing access
• Likely effect on T of carrying out the works e.g. vacate/substantially
inconvenienced
• Consequences for LL if the works cannot be carried out including affect on
reversionary interest
• T’s likely solvency at the end of the term as compared to time of application
• Any offers made by T

Hammersmith LBC v Creska (No2) [2000] L&TR 288 – injunction refused

Jervis v Harris clauses in practice
• Use where genuine need & commercial
reasons why works must be carried out
part way through the term:
• Many years to run and premises form part of a building
and disrepair likely to effect letting value of
remainder
• Impact on neighbouring properties
• Statutory notices served on T and/or LL
• Health and Safety/Unsafe premises

• Not where minor works required
• Debt claim : s17 LTCA 1995 “fixed charge”

Jervis v Harris Clauses
• Advantages
No statutory restrictions
Avoids the need to forfeit the Lease
LL protect its investment
LL protects itself against potential third party
liability and notices served by the local authority
• Repair to LL’s standard (subject to lease)

•
•
•
•

Jervis v Harris Clauses
• Disadvantages
• LL to make practical arrangements for repairs; electricity &
water for contractors
• LL fund works and recover
• Injunction may be required
• LL liability to third parties - s4 Defective Premises Act 1972

• T may argue:
• Validity of form and service of Notice to Repair;
• Work LL carried out beyond scope of the Notice/lease
clauses;
• Cost of works unreasonable;
• Damage to T's possessions;
• Time taken to carry out works interference/breach of quiet
enjoyment

Forfeiture, Damages, Jarvis v Harris
Summary Points
Specific Performance
• Unlikely unless exceptional circumstances or urgency
• Works done at Tenant's expense

Damages
• Likely to be limited and works not carried out

Forfeiture
• Usually effective but does LL want to forfeit the lease?
• Delay and even more so when LPRA 1938 applies
• Service of s.146 notice as a tactical step at least

JvH
•
•
•
•

Useful in the right circumstances and gets works done
LL should recover cost of repairs (in theory)
Injunction may be required if the T refuses entry
Delay re notice and possible injunction

Dealing with disrepair on lease renewal
Opposing 1954 Act Lease Renewals: Ground A
Section 30(1)(a) of the Landlord & Tenant Act 1954,
landlord will be entitled to oppose a lease renewal:
"where under the current tenancy the tenant has any
obligations as respects the repair and maintenance of the
holding, that the tenant ought not to be granted a new
tenancy in view of the state of repair of the holding,
being a state resulting from the tenant's failure to
comply with the said obligations"

Opposing 1954 Act Lease Renewal Considerations
Ground A - Premises are in disrepair
• Section 25 of the LTA 1954 - Ground (A) - Opposed
• Counter-notice - strict 2 month deadline following
s26 Notice
• 2 main questions:
• Does T have an obligation to repair?
• Is there disrepair of the holding?

• Evidence
• Discretionary Ground
Lyons v Central Commercial Properties London [1958] and
Nihad v Chain [1956]

Disrepair on lease renewal
Risk of reduced repair obligation
Considerations:
• T may discontinue lease renewal (time limits in
lease and protocol)
• Dilapidations claim and unopposed lease renewal
contradictory : correspondence marked W/P to
the other claim

Third Party Considerations
• Guarantors – check terms
• Former tenants for pre L&T Covenants
Act 1995 otherwise for new leases
former tenants under AGA
• Service of s17 LTCA 1995 notice within
6 months where “fixed charge”
• Others: Lenders, Statutory authorities
e.g. Local Building Control

Part 3:How might tenants respond to action
by their landlords?
10 practical tips and considerations

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 1
• Always check the validity of the notice
and compliance with any service
provisions contained in the lease
• Challenge interim notice to repair if it
includes terminal items rather than
interim

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 2
• Consider “cherry picking” and carrying
out “big ticket items” and omitting
lower value, and the more contentious
items
• Pros and cons of “cherry picking”?

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 3
• Bringing quiet enjoyment, derogation
from grant, and unreasonable
interference type claims
• Contrast external “wind and
watertight” type interim repairs with
the repair of an internal parquet floor

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 4
• When challenging a landlord’s interim
notice to repair consider refusing
access (but risk of an injunction),
agreeing dates and restricted working
hours for the works, arguing cost of
works must be reasonable, and a claim
in trespass if the landlord exceeds its
contractual entitlement

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 5
• If the landlord threatens an application
for specific performance of the
tenant’s repairing obligation, the
remedy is discretionary, not available
as of right, and the landlord has to
show a “legitimate interest” in having
the covenant performed. Specific
performance is often easily challenged
by a tenant

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 6
• Invariably Section 18 (1) Landlord &
Tenant Act 1927 is key. Even if the
landlord has done the remedial works
this is never conclusive evidence of the
tenant’s liability (Sunlife Europe
Properties Limited v Tiger Aspect
Holdings [2014])

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 7
• In order to avoid satellite litigation
consider the possibility of an early,
properly documented, full and final
cash settlement in return for a deed of
release

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 8
• Consider the merits of a
Part 36 Offer, without
prejudice save as to
costs meeting,
professional mediation,
arbitration, or expert
determination.
Invariably timing is key.

MEDIATION

They would not settle,
so I ate them……………..

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 9
• Make and retain a professional schedule
of condition at the time of exit if
dilapidations are outstanding and an
ongoing issue

I have
checked
the accounts
Things are
looking ruff!

Tenant’s response: practical tip # 10
• Obtain early accounting advice, and
beware the visibility of any accrued
sums in published accounts
• Early clarity as to the landlord’s VAT
status, and any election of the property
to VAT. The VAT sum involved is often
considerable

Part 4:Negotiating relief from repairs
• Discretionary – no automatic right for breaches
others than rent, but generally granted
• Lease is restored by court order only
• Check validity of s146 Notice – form, service
• LPRA 1938 counter notice
• Time limits for court application
• Relief from Forfeiture - Section 146(4) LPA
1925
•
•
•
•

Tenant
Mortgagee
Undertenants
Any other person with an interest or estate in the property

Part 4:Negotiating relief from repairs
• Terms of Relief
• Payment of costs or damages (diminution?)
• To make good any breaches
• Compliance with any other term the court
thinks fit to impose

• New lease granted to third party?
• S147 LPA 1925 – internal decorations

Muchas Gracias!

